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Abstract
Objective. As cancer survivorship increases, there is growing interest inminimizing the late effects of
radiation therapy such as radiogenic second cancer, whichmay occur anywhere in the body. Assessing
the risk of late effects requires knowledge of the dose distribution throughout thewhole body,
including regions far from the treatment field, beyond the typical anatomical extent of clinical
computed tomography (CT) scans.Approach. A hybrid phantomwas developedwhich consists of in-
field patient CT images extracted from ground truthwhole-bodyCT scans, out-of-fieldmesh
phantoms scaled to basic patientmeasurements, and a blended transition region. Four of these hybrid
phantomswere created, representingmale and female patients receiving proton therapy treatment in
pelvic and cranial sites. To assess the performance of the hybrid approach, we simulated treatments
using the hybrid phantoms, the scaled and unscaledmesh phantoms, and the ground truthwhole-
bodyCTs.We calculated absorbed dose and equivalent dose in and outside of the treatment field, with
a focus on neutrons induced in the patient by proton therapy. Proton and neutron dose was calculated
using a general purposeMonteCarlo code.Main results. The hybrid phantomprovided equal or
superior accuracy in calculated organ dose and equivalent dose values relative to those obtained using
themesh phantoms in 78% in all selected organs and calculated dose quantities. Comparatively the
defaultmesh and scaledmeshwere equal or superior to the other phantoms in 21% and 28%of cases
respectively. Significance. The proposedmethodology for hybrid synthesis provides a tool forwhole-
body organ dose estimation for individual patients without requiring CT scans of their entire body.
Such a capability would be useful for personalized assessment of late effects and risk-optimization of
treatment plans.

1. Introduction

Radiation therapy is ubiquitous in cancer treatmentwith approximately 50%of cancer patients receiving some
formof radiotherapy (Delaney et al 2005). A growing absolute cancer incidence combinedwith increased
survivorship rates has expanded the population of cancer survivors. As an example,more than 16.9million
people have a history of cancer in theUnited States alone. Furthermore, this number is projected to increase over
the next decade to 22.1million (Miller et al 2019,Howlader et al 2021).With this increase in the survivor
population comes increased interest not only in tumor control, but also inminimization of late-occuring
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treatment side effects and improvement of patient quality of life after treatment (Oeffinger et al 2006,Newhauser
et al 2016). Of greatest concern are potentially fatal secondarymalignant neoplasms (SMNs), which are new
primary cancers that are not ametastasis or recurrence of the original tumor. Including radiation and all other
causes, SMNs constituted 19%of all cancer diagnoses in theUS between 2005 and 2009 (Morton et al 2014). It is
estimated that asmany as 8%of all SMNs are related to the patient’s radiation treatment (Berrington de
Gonzales et al 2011). From this, and from the reported findings ofDracham et al (2018), approximately 1%of
radiotherapy patients will develop a radiogenic SMN. This percentage is higher for pediatric patients (estimated
at 3%), who have longer lifespans post-treatment compared to adult patients.

Concurrently, there is also increasing interest in proton therapy, especially for pediatric cases (Zhang et al
2013, Rombi andTimmermann 2014, Indelicato et al 2016), due to the tissue sparing properties of the Bragg
peak (Wilson 1946). Reducing the dose to healthy tissue is the primary argument for proton therapy, however,
there is a lot of discussion on the stray neutron dose produced in proton therapywhich could contribute to an
increased secondary cancer risk (Schneider andHälg 2015). A study examining a cohort of patients who
underwent gamma, x-ray, and electron radiotherapy showed that SMNsmost frequently appear on the border
of the treatmentfield, but they can occur very far from the primary tumor site in the low dose far field (Diallo et al
2009). Clinical treatment planning systems are frequently incapable of accurately calculating dose outside of the
treatmentfield (Jagetic andNewhauser 2015), of which neutrons are the primary component in proton therapy
(Clasie et al 2010).

Neutrons are of particular interest in proton therapy, as the high energy protons can produce neutrons in the
treatment head of a passive scatteringmachine (Fontenot et al 2008), within potential apertures or range shifters
of active scanningmachines, and generate them internally within the patient when using either scanning or
scattering systems (Newhauser et al 2016, AAPMTG158Kry et al 2017). Some studies have found that evenwith
the additional neutron contribution, photon and proton scattering therapies yieldedmore or less constant risk,
while active scanning protons reduced risk over photon therapies (Schneider andHälg 2015)while others have
suggested that both proton delivery systems yieldmuch lower risk than IMRT (Newhauser et al 2009). However,
neutrons dominate the out-of-field dose, and they also have high and variable relative biological effectiveness
(RBE) and radiationweighting factors (wR) depending on their energy (ICRP 92 2003, Baiocco et al 2016). In
recent years, research has revealed the basic physics of stray radiation exposures fromproton and photon
therapies, includingmeasurements,MonteCarlo simulations, and even analyticalmodels (Jagetic and
Newhauser 2015,Newhauser et al 2017, Schneider et al 2019). A few studies have even demonstrated the
feasibility of extending treatment planning studies with analyticalmodels for routine out-of-field dose
assessments (Eley et al 2015,Wilson et al 2020). However, very few studies address the issue ofmissing
anatomical data. Specifically,most radiotherapy is localized (whole-body radiotherapy is rare) and computed
tomography (CT) scans for treatment plans are limited to the anatomic region being treated. Thus, for the vast
majority of patients, the CT scan contains incomplete anatomic information. One study byKuzmin et al 2018
developed amethod of integrating patient CTs into a reference non-uniformb-spline (NURBS) phantom from a
librarywith good results, however this workwas only demonstrated in chest-abdomen-pelvis (CAP)CT scans
and used simple boundary registration at theCT-phantom edge. Nonetheless, it shows that awhole-body
patient-specificCT-reference phantomhybrid is feasible and can provide benefits inMonte Carlo dose
estimation.

This work aims to develop and verify a newmethod to create a bespokewhole-body computational phantom
to predict out-of-field dose and equivalent dose for an individual patient. This hybrid phantomuses patient CT
images of the treatment site andmesh-type gender-specific reference computational phantoms (MRCP) (Yeom
et al 2014)which have been scaled to simple patientmeasurements. This studywill additionally utilize
deformable image registration to create a blending transition region between theCT andMRCP thatmatches
both internal and external anatomy to form cohesivewhole body patient representations that can be
implemented intoMonteCarlo simulations.

2.Methods

Themethodology is divided into three portions: hybrid phantomdesign,Monte Carlo development, and hybrid
phantomvalidation. The key objectives were to:

1. Design a flexible process which combines CT and mesh phantom geometries to form a cohesive whole-
body computational phantom.

2. Simulate hypothetical treatment plans on the hybrid, the original MRCP, the MRCP scaled to patient
measurements, and the original whole-bodyCT (WBCT)using aMonte Carlo radiation transport code.
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3. Analyze the absorbed dose and equivalent dose delivered to various organs in the phantoms, comparing to
theWBCT as the ground truth.

TheMRCPs used in this study represent generic adultmale and female patients. Theywere developed by the
ICRPTaskGroup 103 underCommittee 2 (Kim et al 2016, Kim et al 2018) and aremodelled after and intended
to update the ICRP 110 adult reference phantoms (ICRP 110 2009). For this study it is important to understand
that thesemesh phantoms come in two formats: triangular polygon surfacemeshes and tetrahedral volumentric
meshes. The surfacemesh consists of concentric hollow shells representing anatomical structures. Thesemeshes
are easilymanipulated inmodern 3Dmodelling software and can be scaled, posed, translated, etcOn the other
hand the tetrahedralmesh consists of solid volumetric anatomical structures formed by three dimensional
tetrahedra. This format is less flexible, but it provides the parameters necessary to construct the geometry in
Monte Carlo simulation platforms.

2.1.Hybrid phantomdesign
For each hybrid, the phantom is split into three region types with between 3 and 5 separate segments depending
onwhich sides of the in-field are flanked by patient anatomy:

• In-field—Patient CT image corresponding to the treatment site.

• Out-of-field—Tetrahedralmesh regions formed by scaling theMRCP to basic patientmeasurements
(discussed in section 2.1.1), then removingmesh anatomy covered by other segments.

• Transition—Voxelized region formed byfirst voxelizing thewhole body scaledMRCP, then registering the
scaledMRCP in-field anatomy to theCT in-field, andfinallymodifying the deformation field from that
registrationwith an extended softening gradient is used to blend the in-field patient CT into the out-of-field
mesh region(s) and applying it back to thewhole body scaledMRCP.

Aflowchart showing the simplified hybrid creation process from startingmaterials tofinal hybrid is shown
infigure 1.

2.1.1. Creating the out-of-field segments
Thefirst step in the hybrid creation process was scaling the referencemesh phantom to patient specific
measurements. A scaling factor in each dimension (width (x), height (z), and depth (y))was calculated based on

Figure 1.Aflowchart illustrating the hybrid segment creation process, with startingmaterials in black, intermediate images in dark
gray, deformation fields in light gray, andfinal hybrid segments inwhite.
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bony anatomymeasurements taken fromboth the unscaledMRCP and the patientWBCT. In clinical practice
thesemeasurementsmight be taken from the patient via physicalmeasurements or surface scanning technology,
without the need for a whole-bodyCT.However, as that informationwas not known for our ground truth
WBCTs, themeasurements were taken directly from the patient scans to adequately represent what physical
measurements would be available. If no physicalmeasurements or size data is present for a historical case, the
methodologywould need to be adapted to either not use a scaling factor or tomake an educated guess about
these physicalmeasurements based on any available patient data.

Themeasurement points in theMRCP and theWBCTwere defined based on themethods of Zvereva et al
(2017) and adapted to usemeasurements taken directly fromCT anatomy tomimic physical patient
measurements whichwere not available. Themeasurements taken in each theMRCP and theWBCTwere: the
most anterior and posterior points of the pelvis (depth), the left and rightmost points of the pelvis (width), the
most inferior and superior points of the spine (height), and themost inferior and superior points of the in-field
anatomy (height scaling correction). For the height scaling correction, the CT in-field as well as the segment of
theMRCPwith the closest anatomical fit to the corresponding patient CT in-fieldwas identified andmeasured
in height.

The addition of the in-fieldmeasurements is required specifically for adjusting the scaling factor in height.
Due to the relative simplicity of using a single scaling factor for each dimension, it is possible that the scaled
MRCP in-field and theWBCT in-fieldwill have different sizes because of inherent proportional differences in
anatomy. If this aspect is not considered, then thefinal hybridmay be shorter or taller in the torso than
anticipated, which effects its ability to predict dose in out-of-field organs. A simple diagram illustrating this
concept is shown infigure 2.

Once themeasurements were taken, the scaling factors for width and depthwere calculated in the following
way:

SF
WBCT WBCT

MRCP MRCP
, 2.1max min

max min

( )=
-
-

where SF is the scaling factor, WBCTmax min/ are the terminalmeasurements (left/right and interior/posterior
points of the pelvis) taken in theWBCT, and MRCPmax min/ are the samemeasurements in theMRCP.

The scaling factor for the heightwas calculated similarly, butwith an adjustment to account for the size-
change of the in-field after scaling.

Figure 2. Schematic illustratation of sequence of steps to visualize how the scaling factor takes into account the relative differences in
size of the in-field after scaling, so that when theCT image supplants the reference phantom, the final size of the hybridwillmatch that
of the patient. (a) shows the startingCT and the defaultmesh phantomwith the in-field (light gray in theMRCP, dark gray in the
WBCT) size differences exaggerated for visibility. Then themesh is scaled in (b), the in-field anatomy replaced in (c), and the superior
part of the themesh is translated inferiorly in (d) to eliminate the gap. In a true hybrid, the in-fields from (a)would undergo the
registration and transition region creation, however for clarity these were omitted in the visuals. The hybrid in (d)would have two
transition regions flanking the transplanted dark gray in-field.
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SF
WBCT WBCT

MRCP MRCP
, 2.2

spine height in field height

spine height in field height

( )=
-

-
-

-

where WBCTspine height is the difference in theminimumandmaximummeasurement of the spine in theWBCT,
WBCTin field height- is the difference in theminimumandmaximummeasurement of the designated anatomical
in-field of theWBCT, and the denominator are the correspondingmeasurements in theMRCP. These scaling
factors were then applied to theMRCP in its triangular polygon surfacemesh data format in the Blender 3D
modelling software, exported as a surfacemesh fromBlender, and converted into both voxel format and a
tetrahedralmesh format. The voxelizedmeshwas then used to create the transition region and the tetrahedral
mesh format was used for simulating inGeant4MonteCarlo geometries. Figure 3 shows how the application of
this custom scaling factor visually effects themaleMRCP in comparison to the patientWBCT. In particular, this
figure reveals how the scaling factor in height is designed tomatch the torso dimensions, not the total height of
the patient.We chose to scale to the height of the spine rather than the total height as leg length does not indicate
any relevant information about the spatial properties of any organs of interest, and so its inclusion via use of total
heightmight result in a poor scaling factormatch.However, the spine is indicative of the height of the torso,
which influences the size and placement of the organs containedwithin. In a retrospective case, where only total
height is available, that information alone could be used for scaling, however it would likely result in a less
accurate out-of-field anatomy than onewhich scales to the torso.

After scaling and exporting fromBlender, the scaledMRCPwas converted to a tetrahedralmesh prior to use
in simulation since using a polygon geometry severely impacts the computational speed inGeant4. A code,
utilizing Tetgen (Si 2015), initially developed by the ICRPCommittee 2 team responsible for themesh phantoms
was thenmodified tomatch our implementation and used to tetrahedralize the scaledMRCP (Han et al 2020).

After the scaledMRCPwas converted to a tetrahedralmesh, it was cut at each edge of the transition region
and then the unneeded portion of themeshwas removed. For this purpose, we created an in-house codewhich
uses themathematical algorithm fromWang et al (2014). Specifically, the code cuts a tetrahedral structure along
the intersecting edge of a surfacemesh and re-calculates the tetrahedra at that edge tomaintain the tetrahedral
mesh structure. This algorithmwas expanded to iterate through allmesh structures, includematerial
information, remove the unwanted volume, andwrite the cutmesh in the tetrahedral data format.

As another note, as discussed previously when describing the scaling factors from equations (2.1) and (2.2), it
is possible that the scaledMRCP in-field and theCT in-fieldmight be of different heights. If this was the case, the
mesh phantomwas vertically translated such that, once cut, the anatomywas once again continuouswith the
supplantingCT in-field and theflanking transition region(s). The necessity for this out-of-field segment
translation can be seen from figure 2, as shown previously.

2.1.2. Preparing the in-field CT
To facilitate the deformation used to create the transition region, theWBCTwas firstmanually rigidly translated
to align theWBCT and scaledMRCP in-field anatomy as closely as possible. Once aligned, the selected in-field
image slices were extracted from the alignedWBCT. This in-field CT is used both as thefixed image in the

Figure 3.Avisual comparison between the unscaledMRCP (a), the scaledMRCP (b), and theWBCT (c), shownhere in voxel format,
which illustrates how the scaling elongates the reference phantom tomatch the spinal cord and pelvic dimensions of theWBCT.
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deformable registration needed for the transition region, and in the final hybrid as the in-field CT segment. In a
typical clinical workflow, the in-field CTwould be the only available image, and so this stepwould not be
necessary.However, since this study utilized theWBCTs and their subsequent dose distributions as a ground
truth, the in-field extraction is a required step.

2.1.3. Creating the transition region
Thefirst step in creating the transition regionwas to voxelize the scaledMRCP. The conversion to a voxel format
was donewith an in-houseMatlab code capable of converting the surfacemesh into a voxelized array and
assigningHUvalues to each voxel based on themesh phantomorganmaterial definitions and the same density
toHU conversion curve as a research version of RayStation 7, whichwas the treatment planning system (TPS)
used in this study. The voxel resolutionwas derived based on the resolution of the original ICRPPublication 110
phantoms (1.08mm×1.08mm×8mm), but was adjusted from8mmslice thickness to 5mmslice thickness
in order to (1) reduce the impact of partial volume effects (2)minimize the computermemory required forfiner
resolutions and (3)match the superior–inferior (Z) dimension of theWBCT voxels for ease of assimilating the
transition regions to the abutting regions of the hybrid phantom.

Once the voxelized scaledMRCPwas completed, it was converted into aDICOM image format and the
sectionwhichmatches the anatomy of theCT in-field is excised. To facilitate a better registration, the in-field CT
was resampled in the superior–inferior direction tomatch that of theMCRP. The in-field CTwas resampled and
not the scaledMRCP since thefinal deformation field is applied to the voxelized scaledMRCP, so keeping the
deformation field at the native dimensions of the scaledMRCP avoided undue distortion caused by resizing the
deformation field.

The scaledMRCP in-fieldwas then deformably registered to theCT in-field using theMorphons algorithm
(Knutsson andAndersson 2005), (Plumat et al 2009) using the openREGGUIMatlab extension (https://
openreggui.org/). The subsequently created deformation fieldwas then exported fromReggui as a 4DMatlab
array. An in-house codewas createdwhich duplicates the terminal borders of the deformation field in theZ
direction, smoothly reduces themagnitude of the deformation using a sigmoid function over the pre-
determined distance of the transition region (10 cm in this study) and appends the extended borders back onto
the original deformation field.

Thismodified deformation fieldwas then applied to thewhole-body voxelized scaledMRCP. TheMRCP
was exported as aDICOM image format and the image slices corresponding to the transition regionwere
extracted. Since themodified deformation field is applied directly to thewhole-body scaledMRCP, there is a
potential for the two transition regions, while continuouswithin the scaledMRCP, to have a gap or overlap
when theCT in-field is transplanted into the hybrid (such a casewas described in section 2.1.1 and shown in
figure 2). If this was the case for a given hybrid, then the transition slices were translated in theZ direction to
alignwith the out-of-field segments andCT in-field.

2.2.MonteCarlo based dose calculations
This study uses theGeant4Monte Carlo platform (Agostinelli et al 2003). The base implementationwas derived
directly from thework of Schmid et al (2015) and updated to be compatible with version 10.05.p01. The original
codewas built to only processDICOM images using theHU-basedmaterials list fromSchneider et al (2000). The
Monte Carlo physicsmodels were configured as the default predefinedQGSP_BIC_HPGeant4 physics list and
were not altered during this study.

2.2.1. Implementingmesh and hybrid geometry
The tetrahedralmeshphantomand all tetrahedralmesh segmentswere built using codeheavilyderived from the
methods developedby the ICRPCommittee 2 team (Kim et al2016). A combined list ofmaterialswas created in
Geant4which allows the tetrahedralmeshphantomsegments to use their native tissue-specificmaterial definitions
while the voxel regionsuse theRayStation 7CTconversion table to convert to the Schneider et al (2000)material
definitionswith an additionalfine-tuning basedondensity using themethods of Schmid et al (2015).

2.2.2. Designing custom scorers
Equivalent dose is calculated bymultiplying the absorbed dose by a radiation type by a radiationweighting factor
specific to that type. To facilitate this calculation, custom scorers were required to separate the therapeutic
proton contribution from the neutron contribution and to calculate the neutron radiationweighting factor
following the recommendations of ICRP 92 (2003) as closely as possible. For this study, neutron dosewas
considered as all dose which at some point in its history originated froma neutron. This decisionwasmade to
mimic the energy dependent neutronweighting factor assumptions, whichwas designed to account for all the
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potential dose depositions from an incident neutron field of a given energy. The neutron dose scorer assigned a
tag to any neutron as it was created, and then propagated that tag as it produced secondaries and further. All the
dose deposited by tagged particles were then summed to get the total neutron dose component. Following a
similar justification regarding the ICRP 92 conditions required to use the protonweighting factor, the
therapeutic proton dosewas considered as all dose scored even if deposited by a different particle, except that
which is already counted as neutron dose. It was calculated by scoring the total absorbed dose and then
subtracting out the neutron component.

Twomethods of scoring neutron energy were also created. Thefirst weights the neutron energy by the
relative fluence through the scored voxel, and the secondweights by the relative amount of kinetic energy
transferred fromneutrons to charged particles in that voxel (KERMA). Due to howGeant4 tallies scored
quantities, to get the average neutron energy per voxel weighted by either KERMAorfluence, two separate
scorers were needed for eachweighting. For example, to calculate theKERMAweighted neutron energy, one
scorerwas needed to tally the total energy transferred to charged particles by neutrons in the voxel, and the other
was needed to score and sum in a voxel the energy of a given neutronmultiplied by the specific amount of
KERMAdue to that neutron. Both theKERMA- and the fluence-weighted neutron energywere calculatedwith
the intent to evaluate the impact of scoring choice on equivalent dose and ultimately risk prediction.

The scorers were applied as a voxel gridwhich covered the full extent of the simulated geometry. If voxelized
geometrywas present, the scoring gridwas alignedwith that pre-established voxel geometry grid. Although the
scoringwas done as a voxel grid, all geometries which utilizedmesh segments built those segments as a
tetrahedralmesh in the simulation geometry.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the neutronweighting factor using thefluence-weighted and
KERMA-weighted neutron energy scorer across thewhole-body of themale patient in the pelvic treatment plan.
Overall, compared to the fluence-weighting factor, amuch larger portion of voxels were attributed a higher
weighting factor (>15)whenusing theKERMA-weighted neutron energy scorer. Both scorers exhibit a dip in
neutronweighting factorwhere the primary treatment beamswere located, and both scorers reach the
minimum range of the neutronweighting factor (2.5 using the ICRP 92model) at themost extreme ends of the
patient.

2.2.3. Calibrating stopping power
To ensure consistent transport calculations from the TPS andMonte Carlo code, the proton stopping powers in
theMonteCarlo codewere calibrated tomatch those of the TPS. A series of box phantomswere created, each of
which consisted of a singularHU valuewhich together encompassed the range of all possibleHU-based
materials inGeant4. A single pencil beamwas created in the TPS and simulated inGeant4 to be incident on the
box, repeated at three energies which spanned the available energies on the chosen treatmentmachine. The
ranges calculated by the TPS and simulated inGeant4were compared at those three energies to ensure that the
stopping power calibrationwas not energy dependent. Based on a comparison of the proton ranges (defined by
the distal R80, the point at which dose is 80%of themaximum in the fall-off of the Bragg peak dose profile)

Figure 4.Adiagram visualizing the energy dependent neutronweighting factor (unitless) from the prostate treatment plan throughout
themaleWBCTusing thefluence-weighted neutron energy scorer (a) and theKERMA-weighted neutron energy scorer (b).
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between the TPS andGeant4 in those box phantoms, the ionization energy of each of theHU-basedmaterials
were adjusted such that the R80s of the pencil beam inGeant4matched that of the TPS. Across the entire range
ofmaterial HUs, the average ionization energy adjustment was 8%, and formaterials less than 1400HU it was
4%.After the calibration, the average difference in R80 between theTPS andGeant4was 0.04%.

2.3.Hybrid validation
With the hybridmethodology established, and the proper computational tools in place, the next stagewas to
measure and quantify the hybrid predictive abilities compared to the other phantomswith respect to the ground
truth of the patientWBCT. To accomplish this, a series of treatment planswere created for selected in-fields and
clinical indications. These treatment planswere then simulated on their respectiveWBCT aswell as the
corresponding hybrid phantom, scaledMRCP, and unscaledMRCP. The absorbed dose and equivalent dose
across thewhole-bodywere then calculated from the scored quantities, isolated per organ of interest, and
compared.

2.3.1. Hybrid selection
A selection of sevenWBCTswere provided by theUniversityHospital of LMUMunich for use in the hybrid
studies. TheseWBCTs do not have any solid tumors andwere taken for the purpose of whole-body irradiation.
From this group, the largestmale and the smallest female were selected to represent the hypothetical patient
fromwhichwewould derive the hybrids. These two specificWBCTswere chosenwith the intent to push the
scaling as far as possible to test the ability of the hybridmethodology to adapt tomost extreme patient
dimensions available. The heights of the patients were not given, and exact determination of total height from
theWBCTwas difficult due to the imaging couch lifting significantly beneath the knees.With the bent knees the
maleWBCThad a height of 176 cm and the femaleWBCThad a height of 149 cm.However, this height
discrepancy in the legs did not affect the scaling efficacy due to the nature of the scaling factor.

Since the acquiredWBCTs do not have any solid tumors, therewas a relative freedom in choosing
meaningful hypothetical treatment sites. The two anatomical locations chosen to test the hybridwere the head
and the pelvis. These two sites were chosen tomaximize the potential distance between the in-field and the
farthest organ of interest. The specific oncological treatment sites chosenwere: prostate cancer for themale
pelvis, cervical cancer for the female pelvis, nasopharyngeal cancer for themale head, andmeningioma for the
female head. The indications were chosen based on a variety of factors including: ease of contouring, relevance to
proton therapy (or external beam therapy in general), detailed examples in the literature (for referencing dose
objectives, constraints, or beam setups), and availability of full treatment plans to reference.

2.3.2. Treatment planning
Treatment planningwas done in a research version of RayStation 7 using a pencil-beam scanning proton
machine. For each treatment site the treatment planwas designed solely on the in-field CT tomimic the
conditions in the clinic. In addition to the in-field CT alone, theWBCT and the in-fieldwith transition slices
were also imported into the TPS for out-of-field organ contouring for use in post-simulation dose analysis. All
organ at risk (OAR) contouringwas done according to atlases from theRadiation TherapyOncologyGroup
(RTOG) andNRGOncology (Center for Innovation in RadiationOncology 2019). The in-field had all structures
contoured necessary for treatment planning. As a note, not all possible anatomical structures are represented by
themesh (for example there are no discrete structures for the brainstem, lobes of the brain, optic chiasm, etc).
Because of this, besides the structures needed for treatment planning objectives, an additional set of organs
which had completemesh structures in theMRCPwere contouredwith the express purpose of post-simulation
dose analysis of the hybrid,WBCT, andmesh phantoms.

Gross tumor volumes (GTVs)were contoured either based on some case studies available in the literature
(Toita et al 2011, Romano et al 2016, Brouwer et al 2015) or based on the volumes observed in some anonymized
treatment plans from the ProtonTherapyCenter in Trento, Italy. From there, appropriatemargins for the
clinical target volume (CTV) and planning target volume (PTV)were used again from information available in
the literature and the Trento ProtonTherapyCenter’s plans for each tumor type.

Similarly, the beam setups, fractionation, clinical objectives, and dose limits were either directly taken from
the literature (Hashimoto et al 2016, Sasidharan et al 2019, Brodin andTomé 2018) or from the Trento Proton
TherapyCenter’s treatment plans. After planningwas complete, the treatment planswere checked for clinical
reasonability by a clinicalmedical physicist with experience in proton therapy. Some figures of the treatment
plans used in this study can be found in Figures SM. 2–5 in the supplementarymaterials (available online at
stacks.iop.org/PMB/67/035005/mmedia).
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2.3.3.Monte Carlo simulation
To simulate the treatment plan inGeant4, an in-house Python script was developed to convert the beam
information fromRayStation to a textfile which could be executed inGeant4 as part of a user command file. The
script converts the spot coordinates in beams-eye view from theTPS into a pencil beamparticle origin
coordinate and direction using gantry angle, couch angle, and isocenter coordinates. It also draws information
regarding spot weight, beam shape, and energy spread directly from the TPS.

Once the treatment planwas designed and exported, the planwas simulated on theWBCT, the hybrid, the
scaledMRCP, and the unscaledMRCP. The treatment planwas already naturally aligned in the hybrid and
WBCT, but in the case of themesh phantoms, where the anatomy and positioning are different, the treatment
planwas translated to be as closely aligned as possible by usingmanual rigid translation using a distinct bony
feature in the central region of the treatment field in both theCT andmesh phantom anatomies.

Onemillion primary particles were simulated in each simulation job submitted in a computing cluster and
was repeatedwith different random seeds for 500 simulations for a total of 500million particles. These
simulationswere split and combined into 10 groups of 50 simulations each. The simulated particles within each
group yields high statistics in the in-field (<1mGy uncertainty for neutron dose<0.05Gy or Sv for all other
scorers). The 10 sampling groups enables a robust assessment of uncertainty by calculating the 25th and 75th
percentiles of the simulated organ dose quantities. No optimization of the number simulated particles was
performed to achieve specific statistical uncertainty in the out-of-field organs.

2.3.4. Organ dose analysis
In each simulation, total absorbed dose, neutron dose, and the four scorers for fluence andKERMAweighted
neutron energywere tallied across thewhole-body. To isolate the scored quantities for an individual organ,
maskswere constructed from individually voxelizing organs from themeshes tomake binary arrays, imported
contours fromRayStation, or a combination of the two (for organswhich extend into both themesh and
voxelized regions). To calculate the total and neutron dose to an organ, the organmaskwas applied to the
scoring array such that any voxel not containing the organwould not be considered. The dose in an organwas
calculated as themean dose fromall voxels in themask.

The subsequent weightedwhole-body neutron energy arrays were used as an input into the ICRP 92 (2003)
analyticalmodel (reproduced here in equation (2.3)) for the energy-dependent neutronweighting factor
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By the end of this process therewas awhole-body voxel array of the neutronweighting factorwhich should be
attributed to each voxel. This array was thenmultiplied voxel-wise by the neutron dose array to get the neutron
equivalent dose to thewhole-body. The proton equivalent dosewas calculated by subtracting out the neutron
absorbed dose from the total absorbed dose and thenmultiplyingwith the protonweighting factor of 2
recommended by the ICRP 92 (2003). Total equivalent dose for a given organwas calculated by adding the two
components together and applying the relevant organmask as described previously.

For a given organ in a given treatment site in a given patient representation, 10 values of each quantity were
calculated corresponding to each of the 10 batches. These 10 samples were then plotted in a boxplot and
compared against the same quantity for the same organ in the other patient representations (WBCT, hybrid,
scaled and unscaledMRCP). Thewhiskers of the boxplot extend the full range of the samples excluding outliers,
and the outer edges of the box represent the 25th and 75th percentile. Outliers are defined as points that aremore
than 1.5 times the interquartile range away from the 25th or 75th quartiles.

2.3.5. Quantification of performance
Hybrid performance was assessed for organs separately based on position relative to the in-fieldCT. In and near
field organswere defined as those organs whichwere contained at least partially in theCT in-field region. For the
male pelvis, these organswere the prostate, the bladder, and the colon. For the female pelvis theywere the
bladder, the colon, and the kidneys. For both themale and female head and neck treatment plans, the in andnear
field organswere defined as the brain, left and right eyes, and the thyroid. For a given organ in a given treatment
site, each dosemetric counted as a separate ‘case’when calculating the fraction of organs which performed at a
certain level. The number of in and nearfield cases for each patient representation is 56 (4 dose quantities, 3
organs for themale pelvis treatment plan, 3 for the female pelvis, and 4 each for the head and neck plans) and a
similar calculation for the out-of-field organs yields a total of 48 cases.

For each of the cases, the phantompredictions were compared to the ground truthWBCT. Based on their
predictions, each phantom’s case was categorized as ‘closest’, ‘intermediate’, or ‘farthest’. If two phantoms
yielded estimates where the 25th and 75th percentile uncertainties overlapped, those phantomswere considered
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to have performed equally. If two phantoms performed equally well over the third, the twowould both be
categorized as ‘Closest’while the thirdwould be categorized as ‘Farthest’ and no ‘Intermediate’ level would be
assigned for that case. By analyzing the relative fractions of cases assigned to the three categories for a given
phantom type (hybrid, scaledMRCP, defaultMRCP), we can assess howoften the relative performance of each
phantomacross scorer, patient gender, and treatment site.

3. Results

This section presents the results of the hybrid creation process and the quantitative organ absorbed dose and
equivalent dose analysis comparing the hybrid to themesh phantoms and theWBCT.

3.1.Hybrid creation results
Figures 5 and 6 show the coronal and sagittal cross sections for all four hybrid phantoms created for this study
compared against the original patientWBCT.Overall the hybrid creation process was able to create reasonably
continuous phantoms.Other than some bony anatomy distortion in the transition region and some
discontinuities at the skin-air border, the internal structures and relativeHUvalues blended together well. There
were some inherent positioning differences between theWBCTs (lyingflat on a table gripping handholds with
legs propped up at the knees) and themesh phantoms (free-standing), and because of this there are somemajor
distortions and discontinuities in the arms and handswhen those regions lay in the transition. Despite this, those
affected regions did not contain any vulnerable organs of interest for this study, and so these discontinuities were
considered acceptable.

In addition to these considerations, in some instances at first glance a hybridmight appear to have some
significant height differences when compared to theWBCT (for instance infigure 4 in subfigures (a) and (c)).
However, the vertical scaling factor does not take total height into account, and its function is tomatch the spine
height of the hybrid to theWBCT. By observing the positions of the inferior and superior points of the spine in
figure 4, it can be seen that the scaling factor has indeed fulfilled its purpose and the spinal columns of the hybrid
andWBCTare the same height.

3.2.Hybrid performance results
Due to the large amount of raw data from the four dose quantities, four treatment sites, four patient
representations, and six or seven organs per site, this sectionwill present a summary of the trends observed in
phantomperformance.Whennecessary, this summarywill be supportedwith specific and pertinent examples.
The full extent of the results is given in the supplementarymaterials tables 1–4 for quantitative data and figures
SM. 6–21 for comparative boxplots.

Figure 5.Coronal and sagittal visual representation of themale pelvis hybrid (a), (b), theWBCT (c), (d), and themale head and neck
hybrid (e), (f). Each hybrid is alignedwith the corresponding anatomy in theWBCT so the relative out-of-field anatomy is easily
compared. Themesh segments have been voxelized, and thewhole-body have been cropped for visualization purposes. The horizontal
lines in the hybrid phantoms delineate the different segment types.
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Table 1 shows the performance of the phantoms as a fraction of organswhich gave the closest predicted dose
quantity value as theWBCT. For the in-field, the hybrid provides the closest estimate to theWBCTby far. The
only casewhere it achieved an intermediate rank over a closest rankwas for the neutron dose in the colon for the
male pelvis case. The scaledMRCP typically provided the next best estimate in the in-and near-field, followed by
the defaultMRCP.

The out-of-field cases were a littlemore varied. The hybridwas by far the least likely to provide the farthest
estimate of dose or equivalent dose, where therewas only a single case: the liver in themale pelvis plan scoring
neutron dose. That said, while the hybrid was outside of the 25th–75th perecentiles defined as our uncertainties,
in this case the hybridwas very close tomatching the intermediate phantomwith a 0.467mGy/25%difference
in the hybrid versus 0.455mGy/22% in the intermediate defaultMRCP.

In the out-of-field the hybrid very frequently shared the closest rankwith one or both of the other phantoms,
reflecting the higher uncertainties and the shared/similar anatomy. For each of the phantoms, themost
common ranking for cases in the out-of-fieldwas closest, although the hybrid did have themost closest ranks
over the scaledMRCPby one case. Unlike in the hybrid, for both the scaledMRCP and the defaultMRCP the
nextmost common ranking after closest was farthest.

The scaledMRCP yielded the farthest estimate of the dose quantity in 35%of cases, and for the default
MRCP it further increased to 40%of cases. In stark contrast, the hybrid had only a single case (2%)where it
yielded the farthest estimate. Essentially, while all phantoms hadmore or less a similar effectiveness in providing
the closest estimate of the ground truth scored dose quantities for the chosen organs in the out-of-field, if a
phantomdid not yield the closest estimate, the hybridwas by far themost likely to yield the next closest.

For each treatment site, boxplot figures weremade showing the calculated value for each dose quantity for all
examined organs. The boxplot for the total dose in themale pelvis treatment plan is given infigure 7. From this
figure the trend described before can be clearly seen.

In and near the treatment field the hybrid provides the best estimate of total dose. In the out-of-field the
uncertainties grow, and in the case of the heart, both the hybrid and the scaledMRCPprovide equivalent
predictions andwould be classified together as being the closest phantoms to theWBCT ground truth.

Figure 6.Coronal and sagittal visual representations of the female pelvis hybrid (a), (b), theWBCT (c), (d), and the female head and
neck hybrid (e), (f). As with themale hybrids, each hybrid is alignedwith the corresponding anatomy in theWBCT, themesh segments
voxelized, and thewhole-body cropped for easy visualization. The horizontal lines in the hybrid phantoms delineate the different
segment types.

Table 1. Fraction of organs by dose quantity prediction performance for all phantoms across all treatment sites.

Organ location Rank of predictionwith respect toWBCT ground truth Hybrid ScaledMRCP MRCP

In/near-field Closest 0.98 0.09 0.04

Intermediate 0.02 0.61 0.30

Farthest 0.00 0.30 0.66

Out-of-field Closest 0.56 0.54 0.44

Intermediate 0.42 0.10 0.17

Farthest 0.02 0.35 0.40
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Furthermore in the liver it can be seen that the scaledMRCP actually provides a closer estimate to the ground
truth than the hybrid. The boxplots for the other dose quantities for themale pelvis treatment plan aswell as
those for the other treatment sites are given in the supplementarymaterials figures SM. 6-21. For full
quantitative information for all treatment sites and all dose quantities, see the supplementarymaterials
tables 1–4.

Looking at the individual treatment sites, figures 8–11 shows the percent difference from theWBCT for all
dose quantities and organs for a given treatment sites. In this way not only is the relative performance of the
phantoms clearly visible, but also shows some information on themagnitude of difference from theWBCT and
from each other. One thingwhich is clear through thesefigures is that while the hybrid ismost frequently the
best predictor of the chosen dose quantities, there are cases (particularly in the out-of-field)where the scaled
MRCPor even the defaultMRCPoutperforms the hybrid, similar to the liver case regarding the figure 7
boxplots.

Figure 7.Boxplots of the total organ absorbed dose inGy for the prostate, bladder, colon, liver, heart, and brain from the prostate
treatment plan in themale pelvis for all four patient representations (WBCT, hybrid, scaledMRCP, and unscaledMRCP). The central
mark is themedian, theboxedges are the 25th and 75thpercentiles, the crosses are outliers (defined as points that aremore than1.5 times
the interquartile range away fromthe25th or 75thquartiles), and thewhiskers extend to the extremedatapointsnot includingoutliers.

Figure 8.Dose quantity percent differences from theWBCTground truth for the prostate treatment plan in all organs and phantoms:
the hybrid (circle), scaledMRCP (triangle), and defaultMRCP (square). For each organ, the fourmarkers from left to right correpond
to the total absorbed dose, the neutron absorbed dose, the total equivalent dose using the KERMA-weighted neutron energy scorer,
and the total equivalent dose using thefluence-weighted neutron energy scorer.
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Across all the treatment sites, if an organwas in or near the treatment field, then the equivalent dose tended
tomatch the total dose in terms of the percent difference from theWBCT (visible for example in theMRCPs’
performance in the brain and eyes infigures 10 and 11). This is likely due to the dominance of the therapeutic
dose in that region, with a relatively small impact of the neutron dose. Conversely, in the out-of-field, the
equivalent dose varies a lotmore. A littlefluctuation is present between the twoweightingmethods, but overall
the equivalent dose tends to be closer to the percent difference of the neutron dose scorer than the total dose
scorer (clearly visible in the brain infigure 9 and the heart and lungs infigure 10).

Another important thing to note, that while the percent differences in the out-of-field can be quite high
(frequently between 20%and 50%difference from theWBCT) the distance from the treatmentfield canmean
the absolute difference in dose or equivalent dose is not significant. For example, in the extreme distance case of
the bladder in themale head and neck treatment plan, both the hybrid and the scaledMRCPhad a prediction of
less than 5%difference from the ground truth forfluence-weighted equivalent dosewhile the defaultMRCPhad
a 20%difference. However, in terms of absolute numbers the difference is quite small, with the hybrid, scaled
MRCP, and defaultMRCP yielded equivalent dose estimates of 99.3μSv, 102μSv, and 115μSv respectively.

With respect to computation time, the hybrid geometry had a small impact, butwas far outweighed by the
effect of the relative size of the patients. A change inmesh orCT geometrymight add 10–30 minwhereas the
difference between themale and female simulations was around 4–5 h.

Figure 9.Dose quantity percent differences from theWBCTground truth for the cervical cancer treatment plan in all organs and
phantoms: the hybrid (circle), scaledMRCP (triangle), and defaultMRCP (square). For each organ, the fourmarkers from left to right
correpond to the total absorbed dose, the neutron absorbed dose, the total equivalent dose using theKERMA-weighted neutron
energy scorer, and the total equivalent dose using thefluence-weighted neutron energy scorer.

Figure 10.Dose quantity percent differences from theWBCTground truth for the nasopharyngeal treatment plan in all organs and
phantoms: the hybrid (circle), scaledMRCP (triangle), and defaultMRCP (square). For each organ, the fourmarkers from left to right
correpond to the total absorbed dose, the neutron absorbed dose, the total equivalent dose using theKERMA-weighted neutron
energy scorer, and the total equivalent dose using thefluence-weighted neutron energy scorer.
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4.Discussion

4.1. Conclusions from results
This study has developed amethod of creating awhole-body computational patient representationwhich
includes patient-specific images andmeasurements combinedwith segments of an adultmesh-type
computational phantom. Themethodology isflexible with respect to body size, patient sex, and treatment site.
As furthermesh phantoms are developed, the hybrid process can be refined even further to better fit patients of
varied ages, pregnancy status, weight distributions, etc The hybrid geometrywas able to be seamlessly
constructed inGeant4Monte Carlo and did not overly extend the computation time compared to theWBCT.

In all treatment sites, for all tested in-field organs for all scorers, the hybrid outperformed the genericmesh
phantoms, both scaled and unscaled. This could be anticipated since for the in-field region theWBCT and the
hybrid contain identical CT images. Organs partially in the treatment field or outside the radiationfield but still
within the designated in-fieldCT region also typically showed an advantage in the hybrid over theMRCPs. The
only exceptionwas the neutron dose in the colon in themale prostate treatment plan, which gave a slight 6%/

0.17mGy advantage to the scaledMRCP over the hybrid, and theKERMA-weighted equivalent dose in the same
organ in the same treatment site whichwaswithin uncertainties of the best performing phantom.

Far outside of the treatment field, the largest factor inwhether a given phantompredicted the same value as
theWBCTwas the distance of that organ from the treatment field.However,matching the organ distance of the
WBCT cannot be guaranteed in the hybrid for every organ, since there are inherent relative anatomical
differences between themesh reference phantoms and an individual patient and the scaling factor is a linear
adjustment in each dimension. Since the vertical scaling factor is calibrated to spine height, for both pelvic and
head and neck treatment sites, the hybrid performed better than or equal to all other phantoms for the tested
organs at themost extreme points of the anatomy (bladder for head and neck fields and brain for pelvicfields).
The only exceptionwas again in themale pelvis treatment site in the brain, where the scaledMRCP
outperformed the hybrid by 9%/1.2μGy.

In individual treatment sites, therewas some observedfluctuation between the relative performance of the
hybrid, scaledMRCP, and unscaledMRCP.However, therewas only one scorer in one organ in one treatment
site where the hybridwas theworst performing of the three phantoms (neutron dose scorer in the liver in the
male pelvis). Even in this case, the spread in absolute dose difference between theworst and best performing
phantomwas 36–40μGywhere the ground truthwas 371–373μGy.

Inmost cases the hybrid is an improvement over using a generic or even a scaled reference phantom, but no
given organ is a guaranteed improvement due to the inherent anatomical differences. This fluctuation in hybrid
performancewasmost frequently observed in organswhich are far outside the treatment field, but still part of
the central torso. This can be explained by the relative anatomy and placement of the organs in themesh
phantoms versus theCT. For example: in the female head and neck treatment, after scaling down theMRCP, the
scaledMRCP and hybrid have a heart placementwhich is overall closer to the treatment field than in theCT.
This results in a higher dose to the heart than in theCT.However, in the unscaledMRCP,while the heart has the
same shape and relative anatomical positioning as the hybrid and scaledMRCP, the heart is farther away from

Figure 11.Dose quantity percent differences from theWBCTground truth for themeningioma treatment plan in all organs and
phantoms: the hybrid (circle), scaledMRCP (triangle), and defaultMRCP (square). For each organ, the fourmarkers from left to right
correpond to the total absorbed dose, the neutron absorbed dose, the total equivalent dose using theKERMA-weighted neutron
energy scorer, and the total equivalent dose using thefluence-weighted neutron energy scorer.
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the treatmentfield than in the hybrid or scaledMRCP. This results in a lower average dose to the organwhich
happens to alignwith the expectedWBCT value. This relative reduction in out-of-field organ dosewas also
observed in the female pelvis treatment site, which utilized a similar scaling factor. Figure 12 shows how the dose
distribution changes across thewhole-body in all patient representations for this treatment site. The reader is
referred tofigure SM.1 in the supplementarymaterials for a diagram illustrating this concept. This is an inherent
limitation of the simplistic scaling factor and of attempting to create a facsimile of the patient’s out-of-field
without having knowledge of the unimaged organ’s positioning.Without knowing this, there is no reasonable
way to predict which organs the hybridwillmisrepresent. Furthermore, if this region is known, then it would be
better served by being directly included as part of the known in-field, rather than beingmimicked by amesh
phantom. The hybrid serves its purpose precisely because this information is absent.

Oneway the hybrid does exhibit consistent improvement over themesh phantoms is in predicting the
relative composition of the dose distribution. Throughout the body, across all treatment sites (except the heart
and lungs in the female head and neck treatment site), the ratio of neutron dose to total dosewas best estimated
by the hybrid over either of theMRCPs. This ratio can be observed in supplementarymaterials tables 1–4 and it
indicates that, in cases where the hybridwas outperformed, that some combination of organ shape, size, and/or
positioning happened to give a better numerical estimate of dose or equivalent dose in themesh-only phantoms.
However this apparent improvement does not necessarily represent an accurate reflection of the dose
components distributed in that organ. For example, in the heart in themale head and neck treatment site, the
unscaledMRCPoverestimates the total dose to the heart by 27%, sowhile the numerical value of the neutron
dose is the closest of the phantoms to theWBCT, it is likely due to an overall excess of dose to the heart such that
the neutron component coincidentally alignswith the ground truth.

As an additional observation, due to the resampling requiredwhen performing some image translations, the
in-field contours/organmasks of themale and female head andneck treatment planwere slightly altered
between theWBCT in-field and the hybrid in-field (which contain precisely the sameCT image data). This
resulted in a slight change in the dose quantities scored in the in-field organs.However, this change does not alter
the assessment of the hybrid effectiveness, and it is only relevant when a singleWBCT is used for creating hybrids
formultiple treatment sites, whichwould not be the case in a real clinical case.

The neutron equivalent dosewaswithinwhat could be expected from a scanning systembased on the
literature (Hälg and Schneider 2020), although in organs far from the treatment field (>20 cm) the simulations
in this study typically underestimated the neutron equivalent dosewhen compared to the results ofHälg and
Schneider. For example, in themale head and neck treatment plan, The thyroid at a distance of∼13.5 cm from
the treatmentfield yielded a neutron equivalent dose of∼800μSvGy−1 which is within the expected range of
about 100–1000μSvGy−1 based on the scanningmeasurements at an angle of 90° from the treatment beam
(Hälg and Schneider 2020). At amuch greater distance of∼72 cm, the bladder in the same treatment plan yielded
a neutron equivalent dose of∼0.8μSvGy−1, when according toHälg and Schneider at this distance the neutron
equivalent dose is expected to be slightly less than 10μSvGy−1.

However, there are some conditions which influence the comparisonwith thework ofHälg and Schneider,
for example this work focuses solely on the stray radiation producedwithin the patient, without the presence of a
treatment roomor spot scanningmachine setup. The lack of this geometry in the simulation environment could

Figure 12.Total absorbed dose inGy throughout thewhole body from themeningioma treatment plan in the female head in the
unscaledMRCP (a), scaledMRCP (b), hybrid phantom (c), andWBCT (d), (e) shown in log scale (a)–(d) and in linear scale in (e).
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result in the omission of a significant component of stray radiation. From thework of Englbrecht et al (2021) it
was shown that a position 2m froman active scanning field at a 90° angle yielded a significant contribution of
neutrons in the 0.1–10MeV energy range from the gantry components and someminor contributions from the
outerwalls andfloor. These neutrons energies coincide with the peak of the ICRP 92 neutronweighting factor
model, indicating that this contribution could potentially contribute significantly to the out offield equivalent
dose. Additionally, since our study utilized clinically reasonable treatment plans, thereweremultiple beams at
varied angles, which reduces the viability of a comparisonwithmeasurements taken at precise angles with
respect to a single field.

For the purposes of this work, it was considered sufficient to neglect the influence of themachine and
treatment roombecause (1) the treatment plan utilized a pencil-beam scanning system so the neutron dose from
leakage/scatteringwould not be as large as in a passive scattering system (Hälg and Schneider 2020) and (2)
evaluating the relative performance between theWBCT, the hybrid, and themesh phantomswas of greatest
importance.

Overall, in the out-of-field the scaledMRCP and the hybrid were bothmore likely to provide the closest
approximation of the patientWBCT ground truth than the unscaledMRCP. Although some individual organs
may be better predicted by one over the other, inmost cases the difference between themwas small, and typically
in the favor of the hybrid. Even in the cases of themost extreme percentile differences between the hybrid and
theWBCT in the out-of-field, the absolute difference in the simulated organ dosewas quite small. For example a
47.5%difference from the ground truth in total dose in the lungs in the female head and neckwas a 0.49mGy
absolute difference, and a 44.4%difference in neutron dose in the liver in the female pelvis was a 0.95mGy
absolute difference. These resultsfit well with the results of Kuzmin et al (2018), which similarly found good
agreement in theCT region and variable, though favorable, agreement outside theCT region (specifically
referencing figure 7 of Kuzmin et al 2018). Alsowith respect to their work, it is unlikely that our use of
deformable image registration in the transitionwould in general result in any significant dosimetric impact
compared to the boundary registration used byKuzmin et al (2018). Deformable image registration could show
a potential benefit over boundary registration in cases where there is a significant dose gradient within an organ
located in the transition region, where the internal deformation could serve tomore accurately reflect the
ground truth organ shape.However, this has yet to be investigated.

4.2. Impact and future directions
With the use of the proposed hybrid, whole-body dose and equivalent dose distributions can be simulated via
Monte Carlo platforms. The output from these simulationswill provide custom estimates of out-of-field
quantities while preserving the integrity of the known in-field. This information can be used to predict
secondary cancer risk directly from a given treatment plan or alternatively informorgan dose limits in a patient
presenting for re-irradiation. It gives themost benefit for organs partially contained in the patient CTwhich are
relatively close to the treatment field. Not only does the hybrid have themost impact from an anatomical/
geometric perspective over themesh phantoms alone, but also this is the regionmost likely to experience a
secondarymalignancy (Diallo et al 2009). Furthermore, while the hybrid has less patient specificity in the far-
field, it is capable ofmaintaining the accuracy of the treatment planningCTwhile also providing a realisitc
whole-body dose distribution data from a single simulation geometry.

While only the originalmale and female adultMRCPswere used for this study,moremesh phantoms are in
development, including pediatric phantoms (Choi et al 2021) and adult phantomswith varied body types (Choi
et al 2020). The hybrid phantommethodology developed in this studywill be compatible to any of these new
mesh phantomswith only a few adjustments, allowing for both intelligent selection tomatch body type, and a
custom scaling factor to further customize the reference phantom tomatch patient anatomy.

Next steps include creating hybrids from a larger sample of sourceWBCTs to further verify hybrid efficacy in
different patient anatomies, particularly for patients of higher BMIwhichmight impact the efficacy of the scaling
factor and deformable image registration. Additionally,multiple secondary cancer riskmodels will be
implemented tomeasure not only hybrid risk predictive ability, but also sensitivity to riskmodel uncertainties
and the impact of specific treatment planning decisions on out-of-field secondary cancer risk. The ultimate goal
would be to use the hybrid to create risk-optimized treatment planswhichminimizes secondary cancer risk
whilemaintaining clinical objectives, as in thework ofWilson andNewhauser (2021) but extended to consider
thewhole-body using the hybrid phantom.

One hurdle to address in coming studies is the scaling factor implementation. For the hybrids which utilize
WBCT source images, the scaling factor is calculated directly frompoints in theCT.However, when trying to
make hybrids from real solid tumor cancer patients, some othermethodwould have to be developed, for
example taking physicalmeasurements such as sitting height andwaist circumference, or using surface scanning
technology to pullmeasurements from.
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A further consideration is that this study utilizedMonte Carlo simulations extensively, which increase the
accuracy of the results, but at the cost of computational time. Depending on the complexity of the simulation
geometry (size of the patients, etc), the time to complete a single batch of simulations ranged from3.5 to 9 h.
Depending on the need for high statistical accuracy in the far-field, itmight be possible to combineMonteCarlo
simulations in the in and nearfieldwith an analyticalmodel such as those examined in the review article by
Newhauser et al (2017) to get a full picture of the dosewithout extensive computing times.

Additionally, in future studies the simulation geometry could be further customized by adding a relevant
beamline and treatment vaultmodel.While not stricly necessary for comparing phantomperformance, without
this geometry it is impossible to accurately predict the of out-of-field dose and subsequently the out-of-field risk
of secondary cancer for an individual patient. Such amodel should be benchmarked against physical
measurements tomakemore absolute calculations of secondary cancer risk for a particular clinical
measurement.

For some applications itmight be beneficial to consider using the voxelized scaledMRCP in the out-of-field
rather than themesh structure, as the results indicate that the small change in anatomy due to the voxelization is
not significant outside the treatment field.However, themesh should be usedwhen high anatomical fidelity is
needed, or when dosimetric data is necessary for structures too fine to voxelize (such as layers of the skin or
digestive tract lining).
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